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Antikzelt Stuttgart 

"Antique Bonanza"

Antikzelt Stuttgart is a much-loved place for antique lovers. It is a part of

the Stuttgarter Weihnachtsmarkt (Stuttgart Christmas Market), one of the

biggest and most popular of its kind in the country. It is housed in a

massive tent and features more than 20 dealers with collectibles, jewelry,

relics, vintage objects, furniture, books, artworks, clocks, toys and cribs.

Established in 1999, it is a fantastic stop to buy distinct gifts for yourself or

your loved ones. The on-site bistro is a bustling pit-stop for shoppers with

delicious fare and drinks in their menu. Do include Antikzelt Stuttgart on

your to-do list when in the city between end of November till Christmas

Eve.

 +49 1727503987  www.antikzelt-

stuttgart.de/

 info@antikzelt-stuttgart.de  Karlsplatz, Stuttgart
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Norbert Ravizza Anti&quitäten 

"Whimsical Antiques"

Situated near the magnificent Leonhardskirche and off of the Hauptstätter

Straße highway, Norbert Ravizza Anti&quitäten might be a bit off track,

but is certainly worth a visit. Established in 1989, this antique store is full

of vintage pieces that are unique as well as bizarre. Their inventory

includes light fixtures from the 18th to the 20th Centuries, furniture,

curiosities, jewelry, clothing, decoration busts, mirrors, objects, trinkets

and stained glasses. It can get overwhelming to rummage through their

collection, but if you are an antique lover, then the searching will only add

to the fun. They also offer restoration services. Drop by if you are looking

for something eccentric.

 +49 711 24 3598  www.ravizza.de/  info@ravizza.de  Wagnerstraße 41, Stuttgart
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Cocotte Antiquitäten 

"Collectors' Pride"

As you explore Bohnenviertel (Bean Quarter), which is an experience in

itself, you will come across Cocotte Antiquitäten. This quaint antique shop

is the brainchild of Steffen Vetter and has been delighting collectors since

2004. Beautifully decked out with period furnishing and objects from the

19th to the 20th Centuries, you will find everything from elegant crystal

chandeliers and mirrors to object d’art, porcelain and more. Get to know

the stories behind the owner's curated collection as you check this small

yet delightful store.

 +49 711 553 2335  www.cocotte-

antique.com/

 info@cocotte-antique.com  Katharinenstraße 35,

Bohnenviertel, Stuttgart
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Fritsch Antiquitäten 

"Objects From A Bygone Era"

Fritsch Antiquitäten is a delightful shop for antique lovers. Don't be

surprised if you find yourself feeling like you've stumbled into a treasure

trove; the store is chock full of vintage objects just begging to be bought.

These items include outlandish and exquisite pieces. If you know what

you are looking for, you might discover a fabulous item to take home and

at reasonable price.

 +49 711 5532 0554  www.auktionshaus-fritsch.de/  Charlottenstraße 38, Stuttgart
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Benno Bobritz 

"Exquisite Artwork Spanning the Eras"

For those of discerning taste, Benno Bobritz is the destination of choice

for exquisite antiques and artwork. Besides lovingly restored antique

furniture, sculptures and paintings from around the world, Benno Bobritz

also offers a stellar collection of rare military antiques, including weapons,

helmets and books. Vintage toy railways, taxidermy and carved ivory

tusks are some of the other treasures you will uncover at this fabulous

antique store. The Asian art collection is especially intriguing, with pieces

from various regions and time periods. Whether you're simply browsing,

or in search of the perfect piece to complement a sophisticated home,

Benno Bobritz will not leave you disappointed.

 +49 172 6202 182  Schloßstraße 66, Rosenberg, Stuttgart
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Antik - Auktionator Helmut

Schilling 

"Treasures and Trinkets"

Helmut Schilling is a local antique store and auction house with over four

decades of experience in the business. With new items coming in every

day, the store offers an ever-changing array of antiques and collectibles.

Browse through a store full of elegant furniture, original art work, pottery,

jewelry, books, curios and more, most in pristine condition and in search

of a new home. The staff are friendly and well-acquainted with the history

of each item, always willing to lend a hand and help you find exactly what

you're looking for. Amidst armories and table lamps, stacks of books and

figurines, you may just find the rare treasure you've been seeking or a

piece that you never knew you wanted but simply must have.

 +49 711 615 0102  www.gv-

stuttgart.com/home.php

 antik-schilling@t-online.de  Silberburgstraße 97,

Rosenberg, Stuttgart
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Nagel Auktionen 

"One Of Germany's Prestigious Auction

Houses"

Nagel Auktionen is a renowned auction house in Germany. Founded in

1922 by Dr. Fritz Nagel, they specialize in art and antiques. Their auctions

on Asian Art, Ancient Art, Modern Art, Fine Art, collectibles and unique

carpets are sought after by avid collectors and art connoisseurs from all

across the globe. The Tek-Sing Auction in 2000 was among their finest

events and gained international recognition as well as a Guinness World

Records entry for its large scope. They regularly print catalogs before a

sale and host five big auctions in a year and a few special ones annually.

 +49 711 64 9690  www.auction.de/  contact@auction.de  Neckarstraße 189-191,

Stuttgart
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